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Reviewer's report:

- MANUSCRIPT IS LENGTHY AND NEEDS EDITING IN SECTIONS HIGHLIGHTED IN THE TRACKED COP.
- THERE IS A MIX UP OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND METHODS.
- FORMMATING OF MANUSCRIPT SHOULD RESPECT THE JOURNAL NORMS.
- DELETE INFORMATION THAT IS NOT USEFUL, FOR EXAMPLE INCLUDING FAMILY PLANNING METHODS FOR PARTICIPANTS SELECTED FOR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS
- CONCERNS ON NUMBER AND HOW THE FOCUS GROUPS WERE COMPOSED
- DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF FEMALES AND MALES IN FOCUS GROUPS (more females) FOR A MANUSCRIPT THAT ASSESSES MALE INVOLVEMENT (RISK OF BIAS).

HOWEVER, CONTROLS ARE NOT NECESSARY WITH THIS STUDY DESIGN

- PROVIDE A RATS CHECK LIST
- REFERENCING SHOULD BE DONE BASED ON THE GUIDELINES OF THE JOURNAL
- SEE OTHER COMMENTS AND CONCERNS IN THE TRACKED COPY
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

No

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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